


 Refers to someone’s ability to make decisions for him-
/herself 
 

 Law presumes competence of all cognitively “normal” adults 
 

 When a patient is declared incapacitated/incompetent, 
there is (generally) a duty to appoint a surrogate, who will 

› a) use the best interest standard (if never competent) or 

› b) use the substituted judgment standard (if formerly competent) 
 

 ‘Competence’ often used as legal designation 

› ‘Capacity’ as broader term, determination that  medical 
professionals have to make in clinical contexts 

› …but frequently used interchangeably in the literature 



 In what does capacity consist? 

 

 Why does determining capacity matter, ethically? 

 

 How should we model capacity? What values should 
guide our selection of a model? 

 

 How do clinicians test for capacity? What instruments 
or tools are available? What is the best way to test 
for it? 



 Communicating choices 

› Sufficiently clear communication of a stable, intelligible choice 
 

 Understanding relevant information 

› Memory, reception, storage, and retrieval of information; basic 
understanding of cause-and-effect and probabilities 

 

 Appreciating the situation and consequences 

› “realistic evaluation of factors”; ability to grasp what the 
proposed medical intervention means for that patient  

 

 Manipulating information rationally; reasoning 

› Ability to produce “recognizable reasons” 

Appelbaum & Grisso 



 For patients who have capacity: 

› Respect patient autonomy – not depriving patients of 
their decisional authority unnecessarily; avoiding 
unwarranted paternalistic intervention 

 

 For patients who lack capacity: 

› Beneficence/non-maleficence – protecting the welfare 
interests of those who cannot make decisions for 
themselves 

 

 Additional concerns: 

› Protecting/enabling vulnerable and oppressed persons 

› Avoiding “blanket labeling” of (e.g.) mentally ill persons 

 



 Outcome model 

 Minimal expression model 

 Algorithm model 

 Sliding scale model 

 

 Values to consider in modeling: 

› Respect patient autonomy 

› Promote patient well-being 

› Imposing the right type of rationality requirements 

Generally, the clinically 

and philosophically 

preferred model 

Balance one against the other 



 Aims to properly balance patient autonomy and well-being 

› Consider benefits/harms of options based on patient’s perspective 

› Focus on how patient reasons, given patient’s own ends and values 
 

 Capacity as a threshold concept 
 

 Contextual 

› Risks and benefits weighed according to particularities of patient, 
circumstances 

 

 Choice-specific, decision-specific 

› Can have capacity to consent to y without having capacity to 
consent to x 

› Can have capacity to consent to y without having capacity to 
refuse y 



Patient’s treatment 

choice 

Other’s risk/benefit 

assessment of that 

choice in comparison 

with other alternatives 

Level of decision-

making competence 

required 

Grounds for believing 

patient’s choice best 

promotes/protects own 

well-being 

Consents to lumbar 

puncture for 

presumed meningitis 

Net balance 

substantially better than 

for possible alternatives 

Low/minimal 

Principally the 

benefit/risk assessment 

made by others 

Chooses 

lumpectomy for 

breast cancer 

Net balance roughly 

comparable to that of 

other alternatives 

Moderate 

Roughly same 

benefit/risk assessment 

made by others ; best 

fits patient’s conception 

of own good 

Refuses surgery for 

simple 

appendectomy 

Net balance 

substantially worse than 

for another alternative(s) 

High/maximal 

Principally from patient’s 

decision that the chosen 

alternative best fits own 

conception of own good 

From Buchanan & Brock, pg. 53 
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